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Mr STERCKX opened the meeting at 10h15 on Wednesday, 23 January 2008.

1. Adoption of draft agenda (PE 399.307)

Mr STERCKX noted that, in the light of last week's urgency resolution on the case of 
the arrested human rights activist Mr HU JIA, he wanted to discuss the matter in the 
meeting. 

2. Approval of minutes of the meeting of 21 November 2007 (PE 397.117)

The minutes were adopted without amendment.

3. Chairman’s announcements

Mr STERCKX welcomed Mr ZHONG, the representative of the Chinese embassy. 
He noted that it was not the usual practice of the delegation to discuss specific human 
rights cases but on this occasion he - with the support of the delegation - considered 
it to be appropriate, particularly as Mr HU JIA had spoken by telephone to a recent 
meeting of the Human Rights Sub Committee.

Mr ZHONG stated that he would give an explanation of the case of Mr HU JIA, who 
had been arrested by the Beijing public security office on 27 September 2007 on 
suspicion of violating Chinese law. Judgement was still awaited so it was difficult to 
give details, however he wanted to stress that China was governed by the rule of law 
and the rights of expression were protected. Everyone was equal before the law and 
those who transgressed would be subject to legal proceedings.

Mr STERCKX thanked Mr ZHONG and asked what law exactly Mr HU was alleged 
to have breached.

Mr MCMILLIAN SCOTT stated that last week's resolution also referred to GAO 
ZHISHENG and followed another resolution in December 2007 which expressed 
"serious concern" about human rights in China in advance of the Olympics. He noted 
that he had held meeting with the representatives of the Chinese authorities 
concerning the cases of a number of activists whom he had met and who had 
subsequently been arrested and in some cases tortured. He stressed that the European 
Parliament should maintain particular vigilance in Olympic year and referred to an 
open meeting on human rights between the Belgian government and the Chinese 
ambassador. He thanked Mr STERCKX for organising the meeting and wanted this 
approach to be continued.

Mr WATSON stated that he had been pleased that the award of the Olympic Games to 
China had given it the opportunity to appear as a modern country. He wondered if Beijing 
might regret the decision to hold the Games as it would throw a spotlight on China's lack 
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of respect for human rights, particularly in respect of the Olympic Charter and the host city 
contract that was signed with the International Olympic Committee (IOC). He pointed to a 
global outcry over the non-respect for human rights if the Games went ahead.

Mrs TRUEPEL noted that China had committed itself to an improvement in the human 
rights situation in the run-up to the Olympic Games. However, she argued, what had 
happened to HU JIA was the opposite. Mr HU was seeking to improve the situation of 
people in China and the authorities' response was very regrettable.

Mrs DOYLE noted that she had requested that the subject should be on the agenda of 
today's meeting. She wanted to understand exactly what law HU JIA had broken and why 
exactly he was deemed to have broken that law. It was not even know where he was being 
detained. She noted that the delegation was made up of friends of China who wished it 
well but this action sent out a very bad signal to the international community. It appeared 
that China was cracking down further on human rights in the country.

Mr MAVROMMATIS referred to reports six months ago in the world press that China had 
agreed that there would be no prohibition on athletes practicing their own religion or 
wearing religious symbols. He wanted to know if there would be places of worship for 
athletes. He referred to reports of the deaths of ten people while the stadium was being 
constructed and wanted to have more details about the current situation.

Mr ZHONG considered that members appeared to have more information about the case of 
Mr HU JIA than he did. He noted that Mr HU was accused of breaking Chinese law and 
undermining the safety and stability of the country. He had no other information to give. 
Athletes were allowed to practice their religious beliefs at the Olympic Games and a 
mosque had been built in the Olympic village. The Chinese side was fully respecting the 
host city contract with the IOC and it was possible to verify this with the Committee. The 
construction for the Games was running to schedule.

Mr STEVENSON underlined the seriousness of the matter and asked for a special meeting 
to address the issues raised and to get a full answer from the Chinese authorities.

Mr STERCKX noted that members had put specific questions that had not received an 
answer. He would prepare a letter to the embassy on these specific points. He would also 
look into the possibility of a further meeting. He stressed that members of the delegation 
wanted to strengthen the ties with the National People's Congress and the current case was 
disturbing these relations. He thanked Mr ZHONG for attending the meeting.

MR ZHONG agreed that if a letter was sent to the embassy they would seek more 
information. He noted that the members of the delegation were friends of China and that 
communication and dialogue was important to improve communication.

4. 2008 Calendar of activities

MR STERCKX referred to the calendar of activities of 2008. He noted that there was a 
possibility of a Bureau visit to China in late May. He referred to the proposed visit to 
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China of the full delegation in the week of 24 November and noted that one subject 
would be the implementation of the new labour law, as well as the social situation. 

Mrs TRUEPEL wanted to raise the issue of bear farming in China and to possibly visit 
a bear farm.

Mr HP MARTIN wanted to address the problems of financial institutions and the 
activities of the financial authorities.

Mr STERCKX noted that the timetable of the visit would be drawn up at a later date. 
It was necessary to wait for the meeting of the new National People's Congress in 
March. He was aware of a bear farm in Chengdu but it might not be easy to organise a 
visit from Shanghai. 

5. Briefing of the commission after EU-China Summit of November 2007

Mr JESSEN of the Commission gave an update on the outcomes of the 10th EU-China 
summit that took place on 28 November. It was a successful, but also a difficult, 
summit as hard issues were tackled. The final joint statement was very satisfactory and 
went further than before on issues such as Myanmar/Burma and human rights. There 
was a long discussion on the trade deficit issue and how to address it. It was agreed to 
establish a high level dialogue on economic and trade matters that would meet by the 
end of March. Mr MANDELSON was the main representative of the Commission 
side. A Vice Minister would be appointed on the Chinese side. Other issues in this 
dialogue would be the environment and market access. 

Mr BARROSO had been invited to China and preparations for the visit were 
underway. There was also discussion of the PCA and on 24-25 February the next 
round of discussions would take place at working level. A new steering committee 
would take place a month later. Consultation was underway with the incoming French 
Presidency on how to progress the discussions. The strong growth in the EU.-China 
trade deficit was also a key issue. There was further discussion on Taiwan and things 
seemed to be a bit calmer with successful elections taking place on 12 January 2008.

He noted that the EU had made a "démarche" on the HU JIA case raising similar 
concerns to the delegation members. The reply received was similar to the explanation 
of Mr ZHONG. He was happy to provide any further information when it was 
received from the Chinese side.
Mr BUSHILL-MATTHEWS compared the EU-China summit statement on human 
rights and the statement of Commissioner FERRERO-WALDNER to the Parliament 
on 12 December 2007 who had pointed to "remarkable progress in the human rights 
field".

Mr WATSON asked about the apparent discrepancy between the statements on 
Taiwan in the summit conclusions and a recent statement by Mr SOLANA. He asked 
whether there was a common position between Council and Commission on Taiwan.

Mr JESSEN could not make any further statement on what Mrs FERRERO-
WALDNER had said to the Parliament but stressed that the wording on human rights 
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was always dependent on the time period under consideration. He noted the comments 
made by members. Regarding Taiwan he did not see a discrepancy between Mr 
SOLANA's comments and those of the joint EU-China summit where the Presidency 
had the lead. The presentation might have different but the substance was the same. 

Mr WATSON was pleased to learn that it was a difference of wording. He noted that the 
"Republic of China" had applied for United Nations membership since 1971 and on each 
occasion this had been received, debated and rejected. In 2007 it made an application under 
the name of Taiwan and the application was not even received. He asked whether the EU's 
view was that any application could be received under the name of the "Republic of China" 
but not under the name of "Taiwan". He asked why Taiwan did not have the right to 
change its name.

Mr FORD asked whether there was one country that was divided into the "People's 
Republic of China" and the "Republic of China". When the latter country pretended to be 
another country then their application to the United Nations was no longer receivable.

MR JESSEN noted that it was a decision of the legal authorities of the United Nations 
whether an application for membership was receivable or not. He stressed that the EU fully 
accepted that the Beijing government was the representative of the Government of China.

6. Any other business

There was no other business

7. Date and place of next meeting
Mr STERCKX thanked everyone for attending the meeting and announced that the next 
ordinary meeting would take place on Wednesday 27 February in Brussels at 16h15-
17h15.

The meeting closed at 11h10hrs.
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